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Corn and soybeans starting the last week of the year on a firm note.  Argentine 
port strike continues and anxiety on overall crop size continues. 
 
Soybeans at one-point trading 14¢ higher but have eroded from those highs 
trading 4¢ higher at 0600. CH21 trading 2 ½¢ higher at $4.53 ¼ in a 4¢ high to low 
range.  Chi and KC wheat both lower after starting strong. 
 
Dow futures higher because of, or despite signed stimulus bill?  Trading 150pts 
higher at 30,262. Crude 45¢ higher at $48.68. US $ Index little changed at 90.245. 
Brazilian real little changed against the US $ this morning and trending lower. 
 
Weather headlines this morning; Significant winter storm on tap for Plains, 
Midwest and Delta. Widespread rains in Argentina mid-week and drier late week. 
Rains to shift into central Brazil this week.  
 
New contract high on soybean and soybean oil overnight. Meal falling just short 
of its contract high made Thursday. 
 
Streak of daily soybean volume exceeding corn vol continues. Working on day 15. 
Interesting to see open interest off a sharp 14K Thursday. Makes three days in a 
row of soybean OI dropping significantly. Three-day stretch has OI down near 39K 
contracts. 
 
CFTC commitment of trader’s data delayed from last week out this afternoon. As 
of this morning we show managed money net long 322K corn and 244K soybeans.  
 
First notice day on SF21 deliveries is Thursday. As of this morning there are 100 
contracts registered for delivery. Registered for delivery does not mean they will 
be. But can’t be delivered without being registered. 
 
Open interest in SF21 at near 61K contracts compared to SH21 at 399K, SK21 at 
138K and SN21 at 136K.  
 
 


